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EXPERIENCE Our core team boasts over 150 years of collective automotive expertise and with 
every event we add to that capacity. Additionally, we have a talented and diverse 

array of Event Specialists that travel with us. They are well-trained, experienced and 
a big part of our success. Simply stated, our depth of experience is unparalleled. 

Find
us on...

www.tntdrives.com

Small but mighty, TNT packs a punch! Our team is 
responsive, proactive and highly motivated to 

deliver excellent experiences, generate positive 
impressions and create lasting memories. Dead-

lines and tight turnarounds are familiar turf for us. 
We take pride in quickly tackling challenges and 

producing exceptional results!

Athletes improve performance by repeating an 
action until the skill becomes second nature 

(picture taking a thousand free-throws). Our 
approach is very similar. We utilize proven 

techniques to ensure consistent outcomes. 
We practice, evaluate and adjust until success 

is part of our muscle memory.

In every lasting relationship, trust is critical, if not 
the most important ingredient. Working in high 

visibility environments under the close scrutiny of 
opinion leaders and senior executives, it is nice to 

know that your logistics supplier has the chops to 
deliver the goods. TNT has your back!

Fast-paced automotive projects require patience, 
tact, flexibility, know-how and a determined mindset. 

We bundle these attributes together and call them 
grit! At TNT, success requires equal portions of 

attitude and aptitude. We thrive under pressure 
and won’t be out hustled. We love this stuff!
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Skill
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JT, co-founder and CEO of TNT Drives, began his career in 1988 as a driver/detailer for 
A&M Specialist in NJ. His love affair with the automobile began as a child when he was 

obsessed with muscle cars of the 60’s and 70’s. Relocating to Michigan in 1994, 
at the behest of Larry Taulbee, he truly found his calling working as a press fleet 

manager and media launch director. This year he proudly celebrates his 
30th year in automotive logistics.  

JOHN 'JT' THOMPSON - JT@TNTDRIVES.COM - 810-523-1296 

Founder and co-owner at TNT Drives, Larry’s career in the automotive industry began in 1966 
at the age of 15. He has been “playing with cars” ever since. Larry’s automotive knowledge 

and expertise is both vast and storied, including dynamics, validation, extreme weather 
testing and, or course, event logistics. In the last two decades he has committed 

himself almost exclusively to media launch planning and execution. Part 
engineer, part witch doctor; Larry is driving the TNT team into the future!   

Larry taulbee - Larry@TNTDRIVES.COM - 586-530-1130

jeff fink - fink@TNTDRIVES.COM - 818-915-5081

Mike’s nickname, Pondo, was earned as a kid growing up in Northern Michigan. While the 
origin of his moniker is a secret, his dedication to the client and strong work ethic is not. 

Mike brings his diverse skillset and tireless enthusiasm to every job. He can often be 
found researching routes with his laptop in the backseat of a car or coordinating 

vendor shipments on a mountainside vista. Mike has been honing his craft 
since the tender age of 22.

Mike 'pondo' sweeney - mike@TNTDRIVES.COM - 586-530-0942

Born and raised in Essex, England, James began his automotive career in 1991. 
While abroad he worked on the Chrysler International Minivan Launch in Spain in 1995 

and the International Viper Launch in France, Germany and Belgium in 1996. He came 
stateside in 1998 for the Chrysler 300M launch in Atlanta. The following year he perma-

nently relocated to the US. Some might call James hyper-organized and he weighs every 
detail carefully. An avid photographer, James is fluent in English, American and French.  

James Gingell - James@TNTDRIVES.COM - 248-521-8872

Joe started his automotive journey in 2003 and has been a hard charger ever 
since. He thrives on the unique challenges associated with coordinating the 

perfect event. Joe often equates launch logistics to completing a jigsaw puzzle, 
assembling various components; vehicles, routes, staff, venues, client requests 

and constantly evolving conditions to build the best launch possible. Joe’s energy 
is limitless and he really believes he can control everything…. even the weather.

Joe Camilleri - Joeyc@TNTDRIVES.COM - 248-342-3288

Chelsea boasts a dozen years of experience and helps bring the thunder to every 
event! Her quick wit, smarts and friendly-approach make her a client and media 

favorite on the road. She also has a great rapport with her co-workers and is always 
willing and eager to tackle any challenge thrown her way. One might suspect those 

are genetics…. perhaps there is something to that! Prior to reuniting with friends and 
family at TNT, Chelsea was an Account Coordinator at Productions Plus.  

chelsea taulbee - chelsea@TNTDRIVES.COM - 313-218-9438

THE TNT DRIVES TEAM

Hailing from Southern California, Jeff put the hip in hipster. Sought out by clients 
for  his easygoing demeanor and effective results, Jeff has 12 years of event 

experience. Formerly, a sound engineer, he brings critical thinking and acute 
sense of organization to every job site. Situational awareness and excellent 

communications are among his core competencies. As a practicing Zen 
master, you just know things are going to be alright when Jeff is around!  
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